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Colette D. Orr, Orr Novels Trademark. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. Paperback. 476 pages. Kirsten Jabard is a
powerful and shrewd businesswoman. Shes smart, beautiful,
classy, independent, God-fearing and very . Her career is going
great and her life is good. Shes not the least bit interested in or
marriage. That is, until she comes in contact with Mr. Jason B.
Glaznyte, a rich, intelligent, and super fine business owner.
Jason is everything Kirsten ever wanted in a man. Their
relationship becomes magnetic and wildly addictive, but also
extremely deceptive. Kirsten thinks they have something special,
but soon discovers that the man shes in love with is only a faade.
As lies and secret skeletons break down Jasons closet door, the
wonderful romance theyre caught up in falls apart right before
Kirstens eyes. Jasons web of deceit was so magnificent that
Kirsten never realized she was caught in it, and now shes not
even sure if she wants to be free. Jason is well aware of the
power he has over Kirstens heart, so getting rid of him will not
be an easy task. Kirsten makes sensible business decisions every
day, but when it comes to Jason, she a total fool;...
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It is an awesome publication which i actually have ever read through. it had been writtern really properly and
valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad recommended this pdf to discover.
-- Doyle Schm eler-- Doyle Schm eler

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i
will gonna read through yet again once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r enna n K oelpin-- B r enna n K oelpin
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